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Abstract

Instrumental variables have been widely used to estimate the causal effect of a treatment
on an outcome. Existing confidence intervals for causal effects based on instrumental variables
assume that all of the putative instrumental variables are valid; a valid instrumental variable
is a variable that affects the outcome only by affecting the treatment and is not related to
unmeasured confounders. However, in practice, some of the putative instrumental variables are
likely to be invalid. This paper presents two tools to conduct valid inference and tests in the
presence of invalid instruments. First, we propose a simple and general approach to construct
confidence intervals based on taking unions of well-known confidence intervals. Second, we
propose a novel test for the null causal effect based on a collider bias. Our two proposals,
especially when fused together, outperform traditional instrumental variable confidence intervals
when invalid instruments are present, and can also be used as a sensitivity analysis when there is
concern that instrumental variables assumptions are violated. The new approach is applied to a
Mendelian randomization study on the causal effect of low-density lipoprotein on the incidence
of cardiovascular diseases.

Keywords: Anderson-Rubin test; Confidence interval; Invalid instrument; Instrumental variable;
Likelihood ratio test; Weak instrument.

*: Denotes equal contribution.
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1 Introduction

Instrumental variables have been a popular method to estimate the causal effect of a treatment,

exposure, or policy on an outcome when unmeasured confounding is present (Angrist et al., 1996;

Hernán and Robins, 2006; Baiocchi et al., 2014). Informally speaking, the method relies on having

instruments that are (A1) related to the exposure, (A2) only affect the outcome by affecting the

exposure (no direct effect), and (A3) are not related to unmeasured confounders that affect the

exposure and the outcome (see Section 2.2 for details). Unfortunately, in many applications, prac-

titioners are unsure if all of the candidate instruments satisfy these assumptions. For example, in

Mendelian randomization (Davey Smith and Ebrahim, 2003, 2004), a subfield of genetic epidemi-

ology, the candidate instruments are genetic variants which are associated with the exposure. But,

these instruments may have direct effects on the outcome, an effect known as pleiotropy, and vio-

late (A2) (Solovieff et al., 2013). Or, the genetic instruments may be in linkage disequilibrium and

violate (A3) (Lawlor et al., 2008; Burgess et al., 2012). A similar problem arises in economics where

some instruments may not be exogenous, where being exogenous is a combination of assumptions

(A2) and (A3) (Murray, 2006; Conley et al., 2012).

Violation of (A1), known as the weak instrument problem, has been studied in detail; see Stock

et al. (2002) for a survey. In contrast, the literature on violations of (A2) and (A3), known as

the invalid instrument problem (Murray, 2006) is limited. Andrews (1999) and Andrews and Lu

(2001) considered selecting valid instruments within context of the generalized method of moments

(Hansen, 1982), but not inferring a treatment effect after selection of valid instruments. Liao (2013)

and Cheng and Liao (2015) considered estimating a treatment effect when there is, a priori, a known,

specified set of valid instruments and another set of instruments which may not be valid. Conley

et al. (2012) proposed different approaches to assess violations of (A2) and (A3). Small (2007)

considered a sensitivity analysis to assess violations of (A2) and (A3). Our work is most closely

related to the recent works by Kolesár et al. (2015), Kang et al. (2016), Bowden et al. (2015), Guo

et al. (2018), Windmeijer et al. (2018), Zhao et al. (2019) and Windmeijer et al. (2019). Kolesár

et al. (2015) and Bowden et al. (2015) considered the case when the instruments violate (A2) and

proposed an orthogonality condition where the instruments’ effect on the exposure are orthogonal

to their effects on the outcome. Kang et al. (2016) considered violations of (A2) and (A3) based

on imposing an upper bound on the number of invalid instruments among candidate instruments,

without knowing which instruments are invalid a priori or without imposing assumptions about

instruments’ effect like Kolesár et al. (2015) and Bowden et al. (2015). Windmeijer et al. (2019),

under similar settings, discussed consistent selection of the invalid instruments and proposed a

median-Lasso estimator that is consistent when less than 50% candidate instruments are invalid.

In addition, Guo et al. (2018) proposed sequential hard thresholding to select strong and valid

instruments and provided valid confidence intervals for the treatment effect. Windmeijer et al.

(2018) used multiple confidence intervals to select a set of valid instruments and to construct a
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valid confidence interval for the treatment effect.

Instead of first selecting a set of valid or invalid instruments and subsequently testing the treat-

ment effect, our paper directly focuses on testing the effect with invalid instruments by proposing

two methods. First, we propose a simple and general confidence interval procedure based on taking

unions of well-known confidence intervals and show that it achieves correct coverage rates in the

presence of invalid instruments. Second, we propose a novel test for the null hypothesis of no treat-

ment effect in the presence of multiple invalid instruments by leveraging a collider that arises with

invalid instruments; we call this test the collider bias test. The null distribution of the collider bias

test only depends on the number of valid instruments. Our two methods can also be interpreted as

sensitivity analysis. The usual instrumental variable analysis makes the assumption that all instru-

mental variables are valid. Our methods allow one to relax this assumption and see how sensitive

the results are by varying the parameter s̄ that indicates the number of invalid instruments and

observing how the proposed inferential quantities change from s̄ = 1 (i.e. no invalid instruments)

to s̄ = L (i.e. at most L− 1 instruments are valid). We also demonstrate that combining the two

methods can produce a more powerful inferential procedure than if each method were used alone.

We conclude by demonstrating our methods in both synthetic and real datasets.

2 Setup

2.1 Notation

We use the potential outcomes notation (Neyman, 1923; Rubin, 1974) for instruments laid out in

Holland (1988). Specifically, let there be L potential candidate instruments and n individuals in

the sample. Let Y
(d,z)
i be the potential outcome if individual i had exposure d, a scalar value,

and instruments z, an L dimensional vector. Let D
(z)
i be the potential exposure if individual

i had instruments z. For each individual, we observe the outcome Yi, the exposure, Di, and

instruments Zi·. In total, we have n observations of (Yi, Di,Zi·). We denote Yn = (Y1, . . . , Yn) and

Dn = (D1, . . . , Dn) to be vectors of n observations. Finally, we denote Zn to be an n by L matrix

where row i consists of ZTi· and Zn is assumed to have full rank.

For a subset A ⊆ {1, . . . , L}, denote its cardinality c(A) and AC its complement. Let ZA be

an n by c(A) matrix of instruments where the columns of ZA are from the set A. Similarly, for

any L dimensional vector π, let πA only consist of elements of the vector π determined by the set

A ⊆ {1, . . . , L}.

2.2 Model and Definition of Valid Instruments

For two possible values of the exposure d′, d and instruments z′, z, we assume the following potential

outcomes model

Y
(d′,z′)
i − Y (d,z)

i = (z′ − z)Tφ∗ + (d′ − d)β∗, E{Y (0,0)
i | Zi·} = ZTi·ψ

∗ (1)
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where φ∗,ψ∗, and β∗ are unknown parameters. The parameter β∗ represents the causal parameter

of interest, the causal effect (divided by d′ − d) of changing the exposure from d′ to d on the

outcome. The parameter φ∗ represents violation of (A2), the direct effect of the instruments on the

outcome. If (A2) holds, then φ∗ = 0. The parameter ψ∗ represents violation of (A3), the presence

of unmeasured confounding between the instruments and the outcome. If (A3) holds, then ψ∗ = 0.

Let π∗ = φ∗+ψ∗ and εi = Y
(0,0)
i −E{Y (0,0)

i | Zi·}. When we combine equations (1) along with

the definition of εi, we arrive at the observed data model

Yi = ZTi·π
∗ +Diβ

∗ + εi, E(εi | Zi·) = 0 (2)

The observed model is also known as an under-identified single-equation linear model in econo-

metrics (page 83 of Wooldridge (2010)). The observed model can have exogenous covariates, say

Xi·, including an intercept term, and the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell Theorem allows us to reduce the

model with covariates to model (2) (Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993). The parameter π∗ in the

observed data model (2) combines both violation of (A2), represented by φ∗, and violation of (A3),

represented by ψ∗. If both (A2) and (A3) are satisfied, then φ∗ = ψ∗ = 0 and π∗ = 0. Hence, the

value of π∗ captures whether instruments are valid or invalid. Definition 2.1 formalizes this idea.

Definition 2.1. Suppose we have L candidate instruments along with models (1)–(2). We say

that instrument j = 1, . . . , L is valid (i.e. satisfy (A2) and (A3)) if π∗j = 0 and invalid if π∗j 6= 0.

When there is only one instrument, L = 1, Definition 2.1 of a valid instrument is identical to

the definition of a valid instrument in Holland (1988). Specifically, assumption (A2), the exclusion

restriction, which implies Y
(d,z)
i = Y

(d,z′)
i for all d, z, z′, is equivalent to φ∗ = 0 and assumption

(A3), no unmeasured confounding, which means Y
(d,z)
i and D

(z)
i are independent of Zi· for all d

and z, is equivalent to ψ∗ = 0, implying π∗ = φ∗ +ψ∗ = 0. Definition 2.1 is also a special case of

the definition of a valid instrument in Angrist et al. (1996) where our setup assumes a model with

additive, linear, and constant treatment effect β∗. Hence, when multiple instruments, L > 1, are

present, our models (1)–(2) and Definition 2.1 can be viewed as a generalization of the definition of

valid instruments in Holland (1988). The supplementary materials contain additional discussions

of (1)–(2) and Definition 2.1.

Given the models above, our paper will focus on testing β∗ in the presence of invalid instruments,

or formally

H0 : β∗ = β0 (3)

for some value of β0 when π∗ may not equal to 0. Specifically, let s∗ = 0, . . . , L− 1 be the number

of invalid instruments and let s̄ be an upper bound on s∗ plus 1, s∗ ≤ s̄+ 1 or s∗ < s̄; the number

of invalid instruments is assumed to be less than s̄. Let v∗ = L − s∗ be the number of valid

instruments. We assume that there is at least one valid IV, even if we don’t know which among

the L instruments are valid. This setup was considered in Kang et al. (2016) as a relaxation to
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traditional instrumental variables setups where one knows exactly which instruments are valid.

Also, in Mendelian randomization where instruments are genetic, the setup represents a way for a

genetic epidemiologist to impose prior beliefs about instruments’ validity. For example, based on

the investigator’s expertise and prior genome wide association studies, the investigator may provide

an upper bound s̄, with a small s̄ representing an investigator’s strong confidence that most of the

L candidate instruments are valid and a large s̄ representing an investigator’s weak confidence in

the candidate instruments’ validity.

In the absence of prior belief about s̄, the setup using the additional parameter s̄ can also be

viewed as a sensitivity analysis common in causal inference. In particular, similar to the sensitivity

analysis presented in Rosenbaum (2002), we can treat s̄ as the sensitivity parameter and vary from

s̄ = 1 to s̄ = L where s̄ = 1 represents the traditional case where all instruments satisfy (A2)

and (A3) and s̄ = L represents the worst case where at most L − 1 instruments may violate (A2)

and (A3). For each s̄, we can construct confidence intervals from our two proposed methods below

and observe how increasing violations of instrumental variables assumptions through increasing s̄

impact the resulting conclusions about β∗. Also, similar to a typical sensitivity analysis, we can

find the smallest s̄ that retains the null hypothesis of no causal effect. If at s̄ = L, our methods

still reject the null, then the conclusion about the causal effect β∗ is insensitive to violations of

assumptions (A2) and (A3).

3 Method 1: Union Confidence Interval With Invalid Instruments

3.1 Procedure

Let B∗ ⊂ {1, . . . , L} be the true set of invalid instruments. In the instrumental variables literature,

there are many test statistics T (β0, B
∗) of the null hypothesis in (3) if B∗ is known. Some examples

include the test statistic based on two-stage least squares, the Anderson-Rubin test (Anderson and

Rubin, 1949), and the conditional likelihood ratio test (Moreira, 2003); see the supplementary

materials for details of these test statistics and additional test statistics in the literature. By the

duality of hypothesis testing and confidence intervals, inverting any of the aforementioned test

statistic T (β0, B
∗) under size α provides a 1 − α confidence interval for β∗, which we denote as

C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B
∗)

C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B
∗) = {β0 | T (β0, B

∗) ≤ q1−α} (4)

Here, q1−α is the 1− α quantile of the null distribution of T (β0, B
∗).

Unfortunately, in our setup, we do not know the true set B∗ of invalid instruments, so we

cannot directly use (4) to estimate confidence intervals of β∗. However, from Section 2.2, we have a

constraint on the number of invalid instruments, s∗ < s̄. We can use this constraint to take unions

of C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B) over all possible subsets of instruments B ⊂ {1, . . . , L} where c(B) < s̄.
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The confidence interval with the true set of invalid instruments C(Yn,Dn,Zn, B
∗) will be in this

union since s∗ = c(B∗) < s̄. Our proposal, which we call the union method, is exactly this except

we restrict the subsets B in the union to be only of size c(B) = s̄− 1.

C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) = ∪B,c(B)=s̄−1{C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B)} (5)

Theorem 3.1 shows that the confidence interval in (5) has the proper coverage in the presence of

invalid instruments.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose model (2) holds and s∗ < s̄. Given α ∈ (0, 1), consider any test statistic

T (β0, B) with the property that for any B∗ ⊆ B, T (β0, B) has size at most α under the null

hypothesis in (3). Then, C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) in (5) has at least 1− α coverage of β∗.

The proof is in the appendix. The proposed confidence interval C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) is not only

robust to the presence of invalid instruments, but also simple and general. Specifically, for any

test statistic T (β0, B) with a valid size, such as those mentioned above, one simply takes unions of

confidence intervals of T (β0, B) over subsets of instruments B where c(B) = s̄−1. In addition, a key

feature of our procedure is that we do not have to iterate through all subsets of instruments where

c(B) < s̄; we only have to examine the largest possible set of invalid instruments, c(B) = s̄− 1, to

guarantee at least 1− α coverage.

A caveat to our procedure is computational feasibility. Even though we restrict the union to

subsets of exactly size c(B) = s̄−1, if there are many candidate instruments L and s̄ is moderately

large, C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) becomes computationally burdensome. However, in many instrumental

variables studies, it is difficult to find good candidate instruments that are both strong and plausibly

valid. In economic applications, the number of good instruments rarely exceeds L = 20. In some,

but not all, Mendelian randomization studies, after linkage disequilibrium clumping and p-value

thresholding, L remains small. In these two cases, our procedure in (5) is computationally tractable.

3.2 A Shorter Interval With Pretesting

As shown in Theorem 3.1, our proposed interval C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) achieves the desired coverage

level by taking unions of confidence intervals C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B) over all c(B) = s̄ − 1. Some

of these subsets B have every invalid instrument, leading to unbiased confidence intervals (i.e.

contain β∗ with probability greater than or equal to 1 − α). But, other subsets may not have

every invalid instrument, leading to biased confidence intervals. Then, taking the union of both

types of confidence intervals may elongate C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) since we only need one unbiased

confidence interval to have the desired coverage level; in other words, including biased intervals will

make C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) unnecessarily conservative. In this section, we propose a way to shorten

C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) by pretesting whether each subset B contain invalid instruments.

Formally, for a 1 − α confidence interval of β∗, consider the null hypothesis that BC , for

c(BC) ≥ 2, contains only valid instruments, H0 : π∗BC = 0. Suppose S(B) is a test statistic for
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this null with level αs < α and q1−αs is the 1 − αs quantile of the null distribution of S(B). Let

αt = α − αs be the confidence level for C1−αt(Yn,Dn,Zn, B). Then, a 1 − α confidence interval

for β∗ that incorporates the pretest S(B) is

C ′1−α(Yn,Db,Zn) = ∪B{C1−αt(Yn,Db,Zn, B) | c(B) = s̄− 1, S(B) ≤ q1−αs} (6)

For example, if the desired confidence level for β∗ is 95% so that α = 0.05, we can run the pretest

S(B) at αs = 0.01 level and compute C1−αt(Yn,Dn,Zn, B) at the αt = 0.04 level. Theorem 3.2

shows that C ′1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) achieves the desired 1 − α coverage of β∗ in the presence of invalid

instruments.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold. For any pretest S(B) where c(BC) ≥
2 and S(B) has the correct size under the null hypothesis H0 : π∗

BC
= 0, C ′1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) has at

least 1− α.

Similar to Theorem 3.1, procedure (6) is general in the sense that any pretest S(B) with the

correct size can be used to construct C ′1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn). For example, the Sargan test (Sargan,

1958) can act as a pre-test for (6); see the supplementary materials for details of the Sargan test.

Finally, while many tests satisfy the requirements for Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, some tests will

be better than others where “better” can be defined in terms of statistical power or length of the

confidence interval. In the supplementary materials, we characterize the power of common tests

in instrumental variables literature when invalid instruments are present and we show that under

additional assumptions, the Anderson-Rubin test tends to have better power than the test based

on two-stage least squares when invalid instruments are present.

4 Method 2: A Collider Bias Test With Invalid Instruments

4.1 Motivation With Two Instruments

In this section, we introduce a new test statistic to test the null hypothesis of no treatment effect

when invalid instruments are possibly present, i.e. when β0 = 0 in equation (3). Broadly speaking,

the new test is based on recognizing a collider bias in a directed acyclic graph when the null

hypothesis of no effect does not hold and there is at least one valid instrument among a candidate

set of L instruments. To better illustrate the bias, we start with two, independent candidate

instruments L = 2 where at least one instrument is valid and generalize the idea to L > 2.

Suppose H0 : β∗ = 0 holds and consider Figure 1 which illustrates a directed acyclic graph

with two mutually independent instruments. Each node indicates a variable and a directed edge

connecting two nodes indicates a non-zero direct causal effect. For illustrative purposes, dotted

directed edges represent possibly non-zero causal effects. The variable U represents an unmeasured

confounder between D and Y . In all three graphs of Figure 1, D is a collider, but Y is not, thanks
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Z1

Z2

D Y

U

(a)

γ∗1
γ∗2

π∗1 = 0

π∗2 = 0

Z1

Z2

D Y

U

(b)

γ∗1
γ∗2

π∗1

π∗2 = 0

Z1

Z2

D Y

U

(c)

γ∗1
γ∗2

π∗1 = 0

π∗2

Figure 1: Causal directed acyclic graph with two candidate instruments Z1 and Z2 when H0 : β∗ = 0
holds. Solid lines indicate a non-zero causal path and dotted lines indicate a possibly non-zero causal
path. A variable U indicates an unmeasured confounder between D and Y . We use γ∗ and π∗ to label
each edge. Our setup supposes that at least one instrument is valid, i.e. π∗1π

∗
2 = 0, without knowing

which π∗ is zero.

to a lack of edge between D and Y under the null hypothesis of no effect. It is well known that

conditioning on a collider like D induces correlation between two marginally independent variables,

in this case Z1 and Z2; see Cole et al. (2009) for one explanation. But, so long as one instrument

is valid so that there is no edge between one of the Z’s and Y , Y remains a non-collider and Z1

and Z2 must be conditionally independent on Y , Z1 ⊥⊥ Z2|Y under H0 : β∗ = 0. Critically, the

conditional independence does not require us knowing which instrument is invalid or valid a priori.

For example, in Figure 1 (a) where both instruments are valid or in Figures 1 (b) and (c) where

one of the two instruments is invalid, Y is still not a collider and the conditional independence of

Z1 ⊥⊥ Z2|Y remains true if H0 : β∗ = 0.

The intuition above generalizes to more than two instruments. Formally, let {(Z, D, Y ) : ZT =

(Z1, . . . , ZL) ∈ RL} be a set of random variables containing L instruments, the exposure, and

the outcome. Let Σ = (σjk) ∈ R(L+1)×(L+1) be the covariance matrix of the instrument-outcome

pair (ZT , Y ). Similar to the case with two instruments, if the L instruments Z1, Z2, . . . , ZL are

independent with each other, conditioning on Y does not induce a collider bias between a valid

instrument Zj and any other L− 1 candidate instruments under the null causal effect H0 : β∗ = 0,

regardless of whether the L−1 candidate instruments are valid or not. Additionally, by using theory

of conditional independence in graphs, for each valid instrument j, the following equivalences can

be formally stated; see Drton (2006) for one example.

Zj ⊥⊥ Zk|Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j

⇐⇒ {Zj ⊥⊥ Zk and Zj ⊥⊥ Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j} or {Zk ⊥⊥ Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j} (7)

Define H0j to be the first condition in (7) that involves valid instrument j, H0j = {Zj ⊥⊥
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Zk and Zj ⊥⊥ Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j}. Then, we have

For each valid Zj : H0j : Zj ⊥⊥ Zk and Zj ⊥⊥ Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j

⇐⇒ σjk = 0; k = 1, 2, . . . , L+ 1, k 6= j

⇐⇒ σj,L+1 = 0

The theorem below translates the null hypothesis of no treatment effect into the collection of

(conditional) independence tests denoted by H0j ’s across all j = 1, . . . , L instruments. In particular,

it shows that if at least one instrument among L is valid, we only need to test the product of σj,L+1’s

being zero.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose we have at least one valid instrument among L candidate instruments and

all the instruments are independent of each other. Then, the null of no treatment effect H0 : β∗ = 0

is equivalent to the null of

H0 :
∏

j=1,2,...,L

σj,L+1 = 0. (8)

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is in the Appendix.

While the results above formally rely on independence between instruments, it is possible to

dependent instruments at the expense of having a more complex null hypothesis in (8) that varies

depending on the exact nature of dependencies between instruments. Also, from an Mendelian

randomization standpoint, we can enforce instruments to be independent of each other by choosing

SNPs that are far apart from each other in genetic distance. Finally, our result concerning the

collider bias with invalid instruments differs from a recent work by Marden et al. (2018) who also

proposed to use collider bias, but to test the presence of selection bias using a single instrument.

The next section discusses a test statistic to test the null hypothesis (8).

4.2 A Likelihood Ratio Test for Collider Bias

There are a myriad of statistical tests for the null in (8) concerning covariances. In this paper,

we adapt the test statistic proposed by Drton (2006) and Drton et al. (2009) which is based on

a likelihood ratio test for Gaussian graphical models that allow for some singularity constraints.

Specifically, consider the following model

Zi· ∼ N(0,ΣZ), ΣZ = diag(υ2
1, υ

2
2, · · · , υ2

L)

Di = ZTi·γ
∗ + ξi (9)

Yi = ZTi·π
∗ +Diβ

∗ + εi, E(εi, ξi|Zi·) = 0(
εi

ξi

)
∼ N

[(
0

0

)
,

(
σ2

2 ρσ1σ2

ρσ1σ2 σ2
1

)]
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The setup in (9) is a special case of model (2) with the additional assumptions that (i) Di is linearly

associated to Zi·, (ii) the error terms are bivariate i.i.d. Normal with an unknown covariance

matrix, and (iii) ΣZ is diagonal. These additional assumptions are used to derive the asymptotic

null distribution of the proposed test in (10), which we call the collider bias test; they are not

needed to establish the relationships between the null hypotheses in Theorem 4.1. Also, in the

supplementary materials, we present empirical results when the Normality assumption is relaxed.

In particular, we assess the performance of the collider bias test when the instruments and/or the

outcome are binary and show that the test’s size and power are largely insensitive to violations of

the distribution assumptions.

Let S(L) = (sjk) ∈ R(L+1)×(L+1) be the sample covariance of (Zn,Yn). We propose to test (8)

by computing the smallest determinant of sub-matrices of the estimated covariance matrix S(L),

i.e.

λn = min
j=1,2,...,L

(
n log

(
sjjdet(S

(L)
−j,−j)

det(S(L))

))
(10)

We call λn the collider bias test and Theorem 4.2 shows the limiting null distribution of λn.

Theorem 4.2. Let W = (Wjk) be a L× L symmetric matrix where each entry is an independent

χ2
1 random variable. Let V ∗ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , L} bet a set of valid instruments among L candidate

instruments and v∗ = c(V ∗). Under model (9) and the null hypothesis of no effect, H0 : β∗ = 0, or

equivalently under (8), the collider bias test λn in (10) converges to the minimum of χ2
L-distributed

random variables, which we denote as χ2
L,v∗

λn
n→∞−→ min

j∈V ∗

(
L∑
k=1

Wjk

)
:= χ2

L,v∗
. (11)

For any size α ∈ (0, 1), we can use the asymptotic null distribution of λn in Theorem 4.2 to

obtain a critical value χ2
L,v∗,1−α, which is the 1 − α quantile of the χ2

L,v∗
distribution. We would

reject the null of no effect if the observed λn exceeds the critical value. Theorem 4.2 also shows

that the asymptotic null distribution of the collider bias test λn does not depend on the exact set of

valid instruments V ∗; it only depends on the number of valid instruments v∗. Finally, for a fixed α,

as the number of valid instruments v∗ increases, the critical value becomes smaller. In other words,

by allowing a greater number of invalid instruments into our test statistic, we push the critical

value farther away from zero and make it harder to reject the null hypothesis of no effect.

In comparison to the union method in Section 3.1, a disadvantage of the collider bias test is

that it does not directly produce confidence intervals for β∗; it only produces statistical evidence in

the form of a p-value for or against the null hypothesis of no effect. But, the collider bias test does

not depend on a pre-specified s̄ like the method in Section 3.1 and consequently, is computationally

efficient. Also, both the method in Section 3.1 and the collider bias test λn can handle a very
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small proportion of valid instruments and maintain the correct size; they only require one valid

instrument while other methods in the literature require more valid instruments.

4.3 Combining Method 1 and Method 2

Given the advantages and disadvantages of each method, we propose a combined procedure to test

the hypothesis of no causal effect in the presence of invalid instruments. The combined testing

procedure, which is described formally in Theorem 4.3, essentially splits the Type-I error between

the two methods introduced in Sections 3 and 4.1 and rejects the null hypothesis of no effect if

either test rejects it.

Theorem 4.3. For any α ∈ (0, 1), pick α1, α2 ∈ (0, 1) so that α = α1 + α2. Consider a combined

testing procedure where we reject the null hypothesis of no causal effect if C1−α1(Yn,Dn,Zn) con-

tains 0 or if the collider bias test rejects the null with α2. Then, the Type-I error of this combined

test is less than or equal to α.

We remark that the combined test reduces to the test based on C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) if α1 = α

and α2 = 0. Similarly, the combined test reduces to the collider bias test if α1 = 0 and α2 = α. If

α1 = α/2 and α2 = α/2, we are using both procedures to test the null of no effect, but each test is

conducted at more stringent Type-I error rates than if they are used alone. While this may seem

statistically costly, numerical studies below demonstrate that the cost is minimal in comparison to

the gain in power across different values of the alternative.

5 Simulation Study With Invalid Instruments

We conduct a simulation study to evaluate the performance of our two methods when invalid

instruments are present. The simulation setup follows equation (9) with n = 1000 individuals,

L = 10 candidate instruments, and each instrument is independent each other. For each simulation

setting, we generate 1000 independent replicates. We test the null causal effect H0 : β∗ = 0 and

vary β∗. We change π∗’s support from 0 to 1 and vary the number of invalid instruments (i.e.

number of 1s in π∗) by changing the number of non-zero π∗’s. We set σ1 = σ2 = 2 and ρ = 0.8.

We consider two different values for γ∗ that correspond to concentration parameters 100 and 5.

The concentration parameter is the expected value of the F statistic for the coefficients ZV ∗ in

the regression of D and Z and is a measure of instrument strength (Stock et al., 2002). Here, a

concentration parameter of 100 represents strong instruments and a concentration parameter of 5

represents weak instruments.

5.1 Choice of Test Statistics for Method 1

In the first simulations study, we compare different test statistics that can be used in (5) and (6).

We also include “naive” and “oracle” methods as two baseline procedures where “naive” methods
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assume all candidate instruments are valid, typical in practice, and “oracle” methods assume one

knows exactly which instruments are valid and invalid, i.e. V ∗ is known, and use (4). Note that

the oracle methods are not practical because an investigator rarely has complete knowledge about

which instruments are invalid versus valid. We use five different types of test statistics in the union

method and examining the length and coverage of confidence intervals.

Table 1 shows the case where we set s̄ = 5, the instruments are strong, and s∗ varies from 0

to 4; this is the case where at most 50% of instruments are invalid. When there are no invalid

instruments, s∗ = 0, the naive and oracle procedures have the desired 95% coverage. Our methods

have higher than 95% coverage because they do not assume that all 10 candidate instruments

are valid. As the number of invalid instruments, s∗, increases, the naive methods fail to have

any coverage. Our methods, in contrast, have the desired level of coverage, with coverage levels

reaching nominal levels when s∗ is at the boundary of s∗ < s̄, i.e., s∗ = 4; our method does this

without knowing which instruments are valid or invalid a priori. The oracle methods always have

approximately the desired coverage at every s∗ since they know which instruments are valid and

invalid.

Method Test Statistic s∗=0 s∗=1 s∗=2 s∗=3 s∗=4

Naive TSLS 94.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AR 93.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CLR 94.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Union TSLS 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.3 94.2
AR 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.5 95.0
CLR 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.1 94.5
SarganTSLS 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.2 93.9
SarganCLR 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.5 94.3

Oracle TSLS 94.3 94.4 93.7 94.0 94.2
AR 93.0 94.5 93.0 94.3 95.0
CLR 94.7 94.8 95.2 94.5 94.5

Table 1: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test; Sargan–, Sargan test used as a pretest. Comparison of coverage between 95% confidence intervals
with strong instruments when we set the upper bound to s̄ = 5.

Table 2 examines the median length of the 95% confidence intervals simulated in Table 1. We

only compare between our methods and the oracles since they always have at least 95% coverage.

The table shows that our method and the oracles become similar in terms of length as the number of

invalid instruments s∗ grows, with the Anderson-Rubin test and methods with pretesting achieving

oracle performance at s∗ = 4 while two-stage least squares and the conditional likelihood ratio test,

both without pretesting, not reaching oracle performance at s∗ = 4. The improved performance

using pretesting is expected since pretesting removes unnecessary unions of intervals in (6).
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Method Test Statistic s∗=0 s∗=1 s∗=2 s∗=3 s∗=4

Union TSLS 0.238 0.500 0.912 1.390 1.878
AR 0.337 0.318 0.290 0.254 0.202
CLR 0.243 9.694 68.175 117.631 160.678
SarganTSLS 0.258 0.242 0.222 0.194 0.155
SarganCLR 0.264 0.247 0.227 0.198 0.157

Oracle TSLS 0.105 0.111 0.117 0.126 0.136
AR 0.168 0.176 0.181 0.190 0.202
CLR 0.106 0.113 0.119 0.128 0.138

Table 2: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test. Comparison of median lengths between 95% confidence intervals with strong instruments and
s̄ = 5.

In Table 3, we set s̄ = 10, the instruments are strong, and s∗ varies from 0 to 9; this is the

case where the investigator is very conservative about the number of valid instruments and sets

s̄ at its maximum value L. Note that pretesting methods cannot be applied in this extreme case

because Theorem 3.2 requires c(BC) ≥ 2; in this case, c(BC) = 1. Table 3 shows that similar to

Table 1, our method without pretesting and the oracles become similar as the number of invalid

instruments s∗ grows.

Method Test Statistic s∗=0 s∗=1 s∗=2 s∗=3 s∗=4 s∗=5 s∗=6 s∗=7 s∗=8 s∗=9

Naive TSLS 94.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AR 93.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CLR 94.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Union TSLS 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 95.6
AR 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.8 95.4
CLR 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.8 95.4

Oracle TSLS 94.3 94.4 93.7 94.0 94.2 93.9 94.1 93.6 94.5 95.6
AR 93.0 94.5 93.0 94.3 95.0 94.3 95.1 95.3 95.3 95.4
CLR 94.7 94.8 95.2 94.5 94.5 95.2 94.2 94.3 93.9 95.4

Table 3: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test. Comparison of coverage between 95% confidence intervals with strong instruments and s̄ = 10.

The simulation results suggest that when there are strong instruments, the Anderson-Rubin

test and the pretesting method with two-stage least squares or conditional ratio test perform well

with respect to power and length, with the Anderson-Rubin test being the simpler alternative since

it doesn’t use a pretest. Between the Anderson-Rubin test and the conditional likelihood ratio test,

the Anderson-Rubin test dominates the conditional likelihood ratio test for s∗ > 0. This finding

differs from the advice in the weak instruments literature where the conditional likelihood ratio

generally dominates the Anderson-Rubin test (Andrews et al., 2006; Mikusheva, 2010).

The supplementary materials present median lengths of our proposed confidence interval when

we set s̄ = 10 and the instruments are weak. In brief, in the worst case where the instruments

are weak and there are many invalid instruments (i.e. all instrumental variables assumptions

are violated), some of the test statistics used in our procedure lead to infinite-length, but valid
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confidence intervals. The presence of an infinite interval can be disappointing at first, but we believe

it is informative in the sense that it alerts the investigator that the observed data is insufficient to

draw any meaningful and robust conclusion about the treatment effect β∗.

5.2 Power Comparison Between Methods

In this simulation study, we compare the statistical power between the union method, the collider

bias test, and the combined method. Similar to the previous section, we consider both strong and

weak instruments and vary the true number of invalid instruments s∗. For the union method, we

set the upper bound on s∗ to be s̄ = s∗ + 1. We use the Anderson-Rubin test for strong and weak

instruments and the conditional likelihood ratio test for weak instruments.
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Figure 2: AR: Anderson-Rubin test; CBT: collider bias test. Power of different methods under strong
instruments with different numbers of invalid instruments. We fix α = 0.05 and vary α2 to be 0.0, 0.025,
or 0.05. When α2 = 0.05, the combined test is equivalent to the collider bias test. When α2 = 0.0, the
combined test is equivalent to the union method. The oracle AR test is the AR test that knows exactly
which instruments are valid.

Figure 2 presents the collider bias test (α2 = 0.05), the union method using the Anderson-Rubin

test (α2 = 0.00), the combined test (α1 = α2 = 0.025), and the oracle Anderson-Rubin test that

knows which instruments are valid when the instruments are strong. When s∗ = 0 to s∗ = 4, the
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union method using the Anderson-Rubin test has similar power as the oracle method. But, when

s∗ is greater than or equal to 5, i.e. when 50% or more instruments are invalid, the Anderson-Rubin

test only has power if the treatment effect β∗ is positive; it has no power when β∗ is negative. This

asymmetric power of the Anderson-Rubin test may arise from the inflection points of the likelihood

function (Kleibergen, 2007a). The collider bias test has less power than the union method when

s∗ ≤ 4, but has more power than the union method when s∗ ≥ 5 and β∗ is negative. The combined

test achieves the best of both worlds where it has non-trivial power when s∗ ≥ 5 and β∗ < 0

and has nearly similar performance as the union method used alone when s∗ ≤ 4. Overall, the

combined test shows the best performance among tests that do not assume any knowledge about

which instruments are valid.
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Figure 3: AR: Anderson-Rubin test; CBT: collider bias test; CLR: conditional likelihood ratio test.
Power of different methods under weak instruments with different numbers of invalid instruments. We
fix α = 0.05 and vary α2 to be 0.0, 0.025, or 0.05. When α2 = 0.05, the combined test is equivalent to
the collider bias test. When α2 = 0.0, the combined test is equivalent to the union method. The oracle
tests are tests that know exactly which instruments are valid.

Figure 3 presents the power of different methods under weak instruments. Similar to Figure 2,

we see that the collider bias test has better power than the union method when the treatment effect

is negative, i.e. when β∗ < 0, and s∗ > 4; the Anderson-Rubin test and the conditional likelihood

ratio test have zero power in this region. Also, the combined test using the Anderson-Rubin test

at α1 = α2 = 0.025 generally has higher power than the combined test using the conditional

likelihood ratio test when s∗ > 0. Finally, while not shown in the graph, we note that the power

of the collider bias test decreases as β∗ < −1. There are multitude of reasons for this, but the

most likely explanation is the opposite signs of π∗ and β∗ can attenuate the collider bias and thus

decrease power.
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Overall, the simulation studies suggest that there is no uniformly dominant test for the treat-

ment effect across all scenarios concerning invalid instruments. The performance depends both

on the number of invalid instruments and instrument strength. Nevertheless, nearly all proposed

tests achieve near-oracle power when s∗ is close to s̄ and the combined test has substantially better

power overall than if each method is used alone.

6 Data Analysis: Mendelian Randomization in the Framingham

Heart Study

We use our two methods to study the effect of low-density lipoprotein (LDL-C) on the incidence of

cardiovascular disease (CVD) among individuals in the Framingham Heart Study (FHS) Offspring

Cohort. Over several decades, the FHS has been one of the most popular epidemiologic cohort

studies to identify risk factors for CVD, and recently, Mendelian randomization has been used to

uncover the causal relationships in the presence of unmeasured confounding (Smith et al., 2014;

Mendelson et al., 2017). Traditional Mendelian randomization requires every instrument to be valid

in order to test for a treatment effect, a tall order for many studies. Our two proposed methods

relax this requirement and allow some of the instruments to be invalid.

For the main analysis, we selected ten SNPs that are known to be significantly associated with

LDL-C measured in mg/dL (Kathiresan et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2014) and are

located in different chromosomes or in linkage equilibrium; the latter ensures that candidate in-

struments are statistically uncorrelated each other and reasonably satisfy the mutual independence

requirement of instruments. Our outcome Y is binary indicating an incidence of CVD occurring at

Exam 1 or later. Among n = 2, 982 subjects who had their LDL-C measured during Exam, 1, 532

(17.5%) subjects had CVD afterwards. We also use subjects’ age and sex as covariates X. The

supplementary materials have additional details about the data.

Table 4 shows the confidence intervals based on method 1 as we vary s̄ varies from 1 to 3. Since

LDL-C is known to have a positive causal effect with CVD incidence (Kathiresan et al., 2008;

Voight et al., 2012), we estimated one-sided confidence intervals instead of two-sided confidence

intervals. Only when there are no invalid instruments (i.e s̄ = 1) and we use the Anderson-Rubin

test for the union method do we reject the null hypothesis of no effect; for all other tests and

values of s̄, we don’t have the power to reject the null of no effect if we allow some instruments to

be invalid. We also observed that as s̄ increases, confidence intervals become wider and the null

becomes harder to reject.

Table 5 shows the result using the collider bias test by calculating the critical values {χ2
L,v,1−α2

:

v = L − s̄ + 1} as a function of s̄. We vary the size of the test α2 between 0.05 and 0.025. The

observed value of the collider bias test statistic is λn = 11.019. For α2 = 0.05, we can reject the

null of no effect when less than s̄ = 7 out of L = 10 instruments are invalid. For α2 = 0.025, we

can reject the null when less than s̄ = 6 out of L = 10 instruments are valid. Compared to the
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AR CLR TSLS SarganTSLS SarganCLR

α1 = 0.05
s̄=1 +0.000 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001
s̄=2 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
s̄=3 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003

α1 = 0.025
s̄=1 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002
s̄=2 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
s̄=3 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003

Table 4: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test; Sargan–, Sargan test used as a pretest. Lower bound of an one-sided confidence interval for β∗

using different test statistics. We use α1 to be 0.05 and 0.025 and vary s̄. There are L = 10 candidate
SNPs. Grey cells represent confidence intervals that rejected the null hypothesis of no effect.

union method in Table 4, the collider bias test suggests more evidence against the null hypothesis

for this data set.

s̄ 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

α2 = 0.05 18.227 13.463 11.316 10.087 9.275 8.679 8.148 7.891 7.584 7.366
α2 = 0.025 20.172 14.800 12.253 11.057 10.137 9.486 8.973 8.536 8.246 7.972

Table 5: The critical value of the collider bias test λn under the null hypothesis of no effect. Each
row represents the size α2 and each column represents the number of valid instruments allowed. Grey
cells represent settings where the observed value of the collider bias test exceeds the critical value and
therefore, we can reject the null hypothesis of no effect.

Table 6 shows the combined testing procedure in Section 4.3 to test the null hypothesis of no

effect. Here, α1 corresponds to the size of C1−α1(Yn,Dn,Zn) and α2 corresponds to the size for the

collider bias test; both sum to 0.05. We see that when we evenly split the size into α1 = α2 = 0.025,

we reject the null with less than s̄ = 6 invalid instruments. This holds across different test statistics

used in C1−α1(Yn,Dn,Zn).

α1 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
α2 0.05 0.045 0.04 0.035 0.03 0.025 0.02 0.015 0.01 0.005 0

AR 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 5 4 1
CLR · TSLS · SarganTSLS · SarganCLR 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 5 4 NR

Table 6: NR: No rejection of the null hypothesis. Smallest upper bound s̄ needed to reject the null hy-
pothesis of no effect using the combined testing procedure. α1 represents the size of C1−α1(Yn,Dn,Zn)
and α2 represents the size of the collider bias test. Grey cells represent regions where the the null hy-
pothesis of no effect was rejected.

Overall, the data analysis reaffirms the presence of a causal effect between LDL-C and risk of

CVD and this conclusion is robust so long as there are at least 5 valid instruments among the 10

candidate instruments we used in our analysis. The supplementary materials conduct additional

analysis where we change the candidate instruments. We also rerun the analysis when we use at
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most one subject from each family in the Offspring Cohort. The latter analysis reduces confounding

due to population structure and cryptic relatedness by not including genetically and/or socially

related subjects in the study (Astle et al., 2009; Sul et al., 2018). Overall, we find that if we use

a different set of candidate instruments, (i) C1−α1(Yn,Dn,Zn) has more evidence against the null

and (ii) the combined test has better performance than either methods if used alone.

7 Discussion

This paper proposes two methods to conduct valid inference for the treatment effect when instru-

ments are possibly invalid. The first method is a simple modification of pre-existing methods in

instrumental variables to construct robust confidence intervals for causal effect. The second method

is a novel test that leverages the presence of a collider bias and test the null hypothesis of no causal

effect; the second method produces valid inference so long as there is at least one valid instrument.

We also propose a combined test that generally has better power than either method used alone.

We show through numerical experiments and data analysis how our proposed methods can be used

to arrive at more robust conclusions about the presence of a causal effect when invalid instruments

are present.
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A Appendix

Proof of Theorem 3.1. By s∗ = c(B∗) < s̄, there is a subset B̃ where c(B̃) = s̄−1 andB∗ ⊆ B̃. Also,

its complement B̃C only contains valid instruments and thus, pr{β∗ ∈ C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B̃)} ≥
1− α. Hence, we have

pr{β∗ ∈ C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn)} ≥ pr{β∗ ∈ C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn, B̃)} ≥ 1− α

for all values of β∗.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Similar to the proof for Theorem 3.1, B̃, which is a superset containing all

invalid instruments, has to exist. Also, B̃ has the property pr{S(B̃) ≥ q1−αs} ≤ αs. Then, we can

use Bonferroni’s inequality to obtain

pr{β∗ ∈ C ′1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn)} ≥ pr{β∗ ∈ C1−αt(Yn,Dn,Zn, B̃) ∩ S(B̃) ≤ q1−αs}

≥ 1− pr{β∗ /∈ C1−αt(Yn,Dn,Zn, B̃)} − pr{S(B̃) ≥ q1−αs}

≥ 1− αs − αt = 1− α

thereby guaranteeing at least 1− α coverage.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. First suppose that H0 : β∗ = 0 holds under (A4), and we have at least

one valid instrument among L. Then there exists at least one j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} that satisfies

{Zj ⊥⊥ Zk and Zj ⊥⊥ Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j}, so
∏

j=1,2,...,L

σj,L+1 = 0.

Next suppose that H0 : β∗ = 0 does not hold. Then since Y is a collider between the L

instruments, for all j = 1, 2, . . . , L, {Zj ⊥⊥ Zk|Y ; k = 1, 2, . . . , L, k 6= j} does not hold. Therefore,

H0j does not hold and {Zk 6⊥⊥ Y : k 6= j}, either of which results to
∏

j=1,2,...,L

σj,L+1 6= 0.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Consider L candidate instruments. Let A denote a set of indices for the first

(L−1) instruments {1, 2, . . . , L}\{L} and the outcome, and A−j denote a set of indices for (L−2)

instruments {1, 2, . . . , L} \ {j, L} and the outcome (j = 1, 2, . . . , L). For any K × K (K ∈ N)

matrix M = (mkl), M−j,−j denotes a submatrix of M with jth column and row removed; and

m(jj.A) := mjj −M{j}×AM−1
A×AMA×{j}, following the same notations introduced in Drton (2006).
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We prove Theorem 4.2 first by showing that the likelihood ratio test statistic for H0j : σjk =

0; k = 1, 2, . . . , L+ 1, k 6= j:

λn,j := n log

(
sjjdet(S

(L)
−j,−j)

det(S(L))

)
d−→

L∑
k=1

Wjk

by induction. First consider L = 2 instruments and S(2) = (s
(2)
kl ) is a sample covariance matrix of

(Z1, Z2, Y ). Based on Proposition 4.2 in Drton (2006), we can claim that for a valid instrument

Zj , j = 1, 2 that satisfies H0j :

n log

(
s

(2)
jj det(S

(2)
−j,−j)

det(S(2))

)
d−→Wjj +Wjk for k 6= j , k = 1, 2.

Next consider L−1 candidate instruments. Let S(L−1) = (s
(L−1)
kl ) denote a L×L covariance matrix

of (Z1, Z2, . . . , ZL−1, Y ) and S
(L−1)
−j,−j denote a submatrix of S(L−1) with jth column and row removed

from S(L) (j = 1, 2, . . . , L − 1). Suppose that the following equation holds under the null of H0,j

for j = 1, 2, . . . , L− 1.

n log

(
s

(L−1)
jj det(S

(L−1)
−j,−j )

det(S(L−1))

)
d−→

L−1∑
k=1

Wjk. (12)

Lastly consider we have L valid instruments with a sample covariance matrix S(L) = (skl) ∈
R(L+1)×(L+1) and a covariance matrix Σ(L) = (σkl) ∈ R(L+1)×(L+1). Then we can show that for

any j = 1, 2, . . . , L, the null of H0,j : σjk = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , L + 1, k 6= j leads to the following

decomposition under (A4), each term of which converges to the χ2 distribution.

λn,j = n log

(
sjjdet(S

(L)
−j,−j)

det(S(L))

)
= n log

(
s

(L−1)
jj det(S

(L−1)
−j,−j )

det(S(L−1))

)
+ n log

(
det(s

(L)

LL.A−j
)

det(s
(L)
LL.A)

)
d−→

L−1∑
k=1

Wjk +WjL =

L∑
k=1

Wjk. (13)

The first term in (13) holds by our assumption with (L− 1) instruments (12); and the second term

can be proven by the next Lemma A.1. From (13), when the null for an instrument Zj , i.e. H0j ,

holds, λn,j follows the distribution of
L∑
k=1

Wjk ∼ χ2
L.

Lemma A.1. Let Σ(L) = (σkl) and S(L) = (skl) denote the (L + 1) × (L + 1) covariance matrix

and sample covariance matrix of (Zn,Yn), respectively. Then under the null of H0,j : σj,L+1 = 0
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and with mutually independent instruments:

n log

(
det(S

(L)

LL.A−j
)

det(S
(L)
LL.A)

)
d−→WLj

d
= χ2

1, (14)

where WLj
d
= WjL and WLj is mutually independent with {Wkl : k, l = 1, 2, . . . , L : Wkl 6=

WjL,WLj}.

Now under H0 =
∏

j=1,2,...,L

σj,L+1 = 0 and (A4), suppose that we know v∗(≥ 1) out of L nulls

{H0,j : j = 1, 2, . . . , L}’s hold. Using the idea of Proposition 4.3 in Drton et al. (2008), we use the

minimum of {λn,j}Lj=1’s as a test statistic that converges to the minimum of {
∑

j=1,2,...,L

Wjk}Lj=1,

and apply Drton et al. (2008)’s proposal that
∑L

k=1Wjk for an invalid instrument Zj would not

contribute to the minimum; while each of other v, valid instruments’
L∑
k=1

Wjk follows the asymptotic

distribution of χ2
L. Therefore, the minimum of L statistics in the parenthesis (10) turns into the

minimum of v∗, χ2
L-distributed variables and these variables are dependent each other through

Wjk’s in j, k ∈ V ∗. The following equivalences show that the distribution of min
j=1,2,...,n

(
L∑
k=1

Wjk) is

invariant to the actual set of V ∗ but only depends on the number of valid instruments v∗.

λn = min
j=1,2,...,L

(
n log

(
sjjdet(S

(L)
−j,−j)

det(S(L))

))
d−→ min

j=1,2,...,L

(
L∑
k=1

Wjk

)

= min
j∈V ∗

(
L∑
k=1

Wjk

)
= min

j∈V ∗

Wjj +
∑

k∈V ∗\{j}

Wjk +
∑
k/∈V ∗

Wjk

 := χ2
L,v∗

.

Proof of Lemma A.1. First consider the asymptotic distribution of the log of two determinants

from a sample covariance matrix S(L) without scaled by n. We denote it as φ(S(L)). Then under

H0j : σj,L+1 = 0 and (A4), two determinants can be simplified using the Schur complement.

φ
(
S(L)

)
:= log

(
det(S

(L)

LL.A−j
)

det(S
(L)
LL.A)

)
= log


sLL −

L+1∑
k,l 6=j,L

sLksLls̃
−1
kl

sLL −
L+1∑
k,l 6=L

sLksLlṡ
−1
kl

 ,

where S̃ = (s̃kl) is a (L+1)×(L+1) matrix with the same entries as those in the covariance matrix

of (Z \ {Zj , ZL}, Y ) at the row and column index in A−j ; and with a zero vector of length (L+ 1)

at jth and Lth rows and columns. Similarly define a (L + 1) × (L + 1) matrix Ṡ = (ṡkl) with the

same entries as the covariance matrix of {Z1, Z2, · · · , ZL, Y } \ {ZL} at the rows and columns with
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index in A and with a zero vector at the Lth row and column. Let S̃−1 = (s̃−1
kl ) and Ṡ−1 = (ṡ−1

kl )

denote an inverse of each matrix. Define the covariance matrices of Σ̃ = (σ̃kl) and Σ̇ = (σ̇kl) from

Σ matrix in a similar manner.

Then using the delta-method, we approximate the distribution of φ
(
S(L)

)
:

φ(S(L)) = φ(Σ(L)) +
L+1∑

k,l=1; k≤l

∂φ(Σ(L))

∂σkl
(skl − σkl)

+
1

2

L+1∑
k,l,g,h=1; k≤l,g≤h

∂2φ(Σ(L))

∂σklσgh
(skl − σkl)(sgh − σgh) + ∆n.

Under the null H0j : σj,L+1 = 0 and (A4), we have φ(Σ(L)) = φ′(Σ(L)) = 0; ∂2φ/∂σklσgh = 0 for

(k, l), (g, h) 6= (j, L); σ̃kl = σ̇kl; σ̃
−1
jL = 0 and σ̄−1

jL = 0; therefore, φ(S(L)) ends up only depending

on the one of second-order derivatives.

φ(S(L)) =
1

2

(
∂2φ(Σ(L))

∂σjLσjL
+
∂2φ(Σ(L))

∂σjLσjL

)
+ ∆n,

∂2φ(S(L))

∂σjLσjL
=

∂2

∂σjLσjL
log


σLL −

L+1∑
k,l 6=j,L

σLkσLlσ̃
−1
kl

σLL −
L+1∑
k,l 6=L

σLkσLlσ̄
−1
kl


= − ∂2

∂σjLσjL
log

σLL − L+1∑
k,l 6=j,L

σLkσLlσ̄
−1
kl − σ

2
Lj σ̄
−1
jj − 2

L+1∑
k=1,k 6=j,L

σLjσLkσ̄
−1
jk

∣∣∣∣
σLk=0,k 6=L

= (σLLσjj)
−1.

Since the terms beyond the second order, ∆n, converge to zero as the sample size increases, we

have φ(S(L)) ≈ (σLLσjj)
−1(sjL−σjL)2. We finally use an Isserlis matrix (Roverato and Whittaker,

1998; Drton, 2006) to derive the distribution of each component of the sample covariance matrix

S(L) = (skl) of which upper triangular components are known to follow:

n−1/2
{

(s11, s12, . . . , s1,L+1, s22, . . . , sL+1,L+1)T − (σ11, σ12, . . . , σ1,L+1, σ22, . . . , σL+1,L+1)T
}

d−→ N (0, (σikσjm + σimσjk)ij,km) . (15)

Hence, we have
√
n(sjL − σjL)

d−→ N (0, σLLσjj + σ2
jL). Because σkL = 0 for k 6= L,L + 1 under

independent instruments (A4), we have:

nφ(S(L)) ≈ n(σLLσjj)
−1(sLj − σLj)2 := WjL

d−→ χ2
1.

Because an Isserlie matrix (15) is diagonal, WjL is independent with {Wkl, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , L : Wkl 6=
WjL,WLj}, and by the definition of the notation, Wkl = Wlk.
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Supplementary Material

S1 Additional Discussion about the Model

We make a few remarks about model (1) and (2) in the main paper. First, if the magnitudes of

φ∗ and ψ∗ are equal, but with opposite signs, π∗ = 0 and all of our instruments are valid under

Definition 2.1. But, if we consider φ∗ and ψ∗ individually, these are violations of the IV assumptions

(A2) and (A3). While such scenario will probably not occur in practice, it does raise the limitations

of the linear constant effects modeling assumption in model (1).

Second, our framework assumes an additive, linear, constant effects model between Y , D, and

Z, which may not be met in practice. However, similar to the development in weak instrument

literature where homogeneity assumption is used as a basis to study properties of IV estimators

under near-violations of IV assumption (A1) (Staiger and Stock, 1997; Stock et al., 2002), we

also find the homogeneity assumption as a good starting point to tackle the question of invalid

instruments and violations of (A2) and (A3). Also, our setup is the most popular IV model that’s

typically introduced in standard econometrics (Wooldridge, 2010). Nevertheless, we leave it as a

future research topic to investigate the effect of heterogeneity and non-linearity in the presence of

invalid instruments.

S2 Test Statistics for Theorem 1

Let PZA = ZA(ZTAZA)−1ZTA be the n by n orthogonal projection matrix onto the column space of

ZA. Let RZA be the n by n residual projection matrix so that RZA + PZA = In and In is an n by

n identity matrix.

In the instrumental variables literature, there are many tests of causal effects T (β0, B) that

satisfy Theorem 1. We start with a discussion of the most popular test statistic in instrumental

variables, the t-test based on two stage least squares. For a given subset B ⊂ {1, . . . , L}, consider

the following optimization problem

π̂
TSLS(B)
B , β̂TSLS(B) = argminπB ,β‖PZn(Yn − ZBπB −Dnβ)‖22 (S1)

The estimates from (S1) are known as two-stage least squares estimates of π∗ and β∗ where for

β∗; note that π̂
TSLS(B)

BC
= 0 since the estimation assumes B contains all the invalid instruments.

Let ε̂TSLS(B) be the residuals from the optimization problem, ε̂TSLS(B) = Yn − ZBπ̂
TSLS(B)
B −

Dnβ̂
TSLS(B)
B . Then, the t-test based on the two-stage least squares estimator of β∗ in (S1) is

TSLS(β0, B) =
√
n− c(B)− 1

 β̂TSLS(B) − β0√
‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/‖RZBPZnDn‖22

 (S2)
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Under H0 : β∗ = β0 and if B∗ ⊆ B, (S2) is asymptotically standard Normal and consequently,

the null is rejected for the alternative Ha : β∗ 6= β0 when |TSLS(β0, B)| ≥ z1−α/2 where z1−α/2 is

the 1− α/2 quantile of the standard Normal. Unfortunately, in practice, instruments can be weak

and the nominal size of the two-stage least squares based on asymptotic Normal can be misleading

(Staiger and Stock, 1997).

The Anderson-Rubin (AR) test (Anderson and Rubin, 1949) is another simple and popular

test in instrumental variables based on the partial F-test of the regression coefficients between

Yn −Dnβ0 versus ZBC , i.e.

AR(β0, B) =
(Yn −Dnβ0)T (PZn −PZB )(Yn −Dnβ0)/L− c(B)

(Yn −Dnβ0)TRZn(Yn −Dnβ0)/(n− L)
(S3)

The Anderson-Rubin test has some attractive properties, including robustness to weak instruments

(i.e. violation of (A1)) (Staiger and Stock, 1997), robustness to modeling assumptions on Di, and

an exact null distribution under Normality, to name a few; see Dufour (2003) for a full list. A caveat

to the Anderson-Rubin test is its lackluster power, especially compared to the conditional likelihood

ratio test (Moreira, 2003; Andrews et al., 2006; Mikusheva, 2010). However, the Anderson-Rubin

test can be used as a pretest to check whether the candidate subset of instruments B contains all

the invalid instruments (Kleibergen, 2007b). This feature is particularly useful for our problem

where we have possibly invalid instruments and we want to exclude subsets B that contain invalid

instruments.

Finally, Moreira (2003) proposed the conditional likelihood ratio test which also satisfies the

condition for Theorem 1 and, more importantly, is robust to weak instruments. Specifically, for

a given B, let Wn be an n by 2 matrix where the first column contains Yn and the second

column contains Dn. Let a0 = (β0, 1) and b0 = (1,−β0) to be two-dimensional vectors and

Σ̂ = WT
nRZnWn/(n− L). Consider the 2 by 2 matrix Q(β0, B)

Q(β0, B) =

(
Q11(β0, B) Q12(β0, B)

Q21(β0, B) Q22(β0, B)

)

=

 bT0 WT
n (PZn−PZB

)Wnb0

bT0 Σ̂b0

bT0 WT
n (PZn−PZB

)WnΣ̂−1a0√
aT0 Σ̂−1a0

√
bT0 Σ̂−1b0

bT0 WT
n (PZn−PZB

)WnΣ̂−1a0√
aT0 Σ̂−1a0

√
bT0 Σ̂−1b0

aT0 Σ̂−1WT
n (PZn−PZB

)WnΣ̂−1a0

aT0 Σ̂−1a0


Then, the conditional likelihood ratio test (Moreira, 2003) is

CLR(β0, B) =
1

2
{Q11(β0, B)−Q22(β0, B)} (S4)

+
1

2

√
{Q11(β0, B) +Q22(β0, B)}2 − 4{Q11(β0, B)Q22(β0, B)−Q2

12(β0, B)}

The null H0 : β∗ = β0 for the conditional likelihood ratio test is rejected at level α when

CLR(β0, B) ≥ qCLR1−α where qCLR1−α is the 1 − α quantile of a conditional null distribution depen-

2



dent on Q22(β0, B) (see Andrews et al. (2006) for computing the exact quantile).

The Anderson-Rubin test and the conditional likelihood ratio test, both of which are robust

to weak instruments, have characteristics that are unique to each test. (Staiger and Stock, 1997;

Stock et al., 2002; Moreira, 2003; Dufour, 2003; Andrews et al., 2006). There is no uniformly most

powerful test among the two tests, but Andrews et al. (2006) and Mikusheva (2010) suggest using

(S4) due to its generally favorable power compared to the Anderson-Rubin test in most cases when

weak instruments are present. However, the Anderson-Rubin test has the unique feature that it

can be used as a pretest to check whether the candidate subset of instruments B contains all the

invalid instruments. Also, between the two tests, the Anderson-Rubin test is the simplest in that

it can be written as a standard F-test in regression. In addition, the conditional likelihood ratio

test requires an assumption that the exposure, Di, is linearly related to the instruments Zi·; the

Anderson-Rubin test does not require this linearity assumption (Dufour, 2003).

S3 Test Statistic for Theorem 2: The Sargan Test

There are pretests in the instrumental variables literature that satisfy the conditions for Theorem

2. The most well-known pretest is the Sargan test for overidentification (Sargan, 1958), which tests,

among other things, whether the instruments BC contain only valid instruments, π∗
BC

= 0. The

Sargan test is

SAR(B) =
‖(PZn −PZB )ε̂TSLS(B)‖22

‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/n
(S5)

The null hypothesis is rejected at level αs when SAR(B) exceeds the 1 − αs quantile of a Chi-

square distribution with c(B)− 1 degrees of freedom. Thus, if we use the Sargan test as a pretest

for C ′1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn), then q1−αs in our pretest confidence interval would be the 1−αs quantile of

a Chi-square distribution with c(B)−1 degrees of freedom and we would only proceed to construct

a confidence interval with the test statistic T (β0, B) at 1 − αt if the null hypothesis is retained.

Unfortunately, the null of the Sargan test can be misleading when weak instruments are present

(Staiger and Stock, 1997) and to the best of our knowledge, pretests that are robust to weak

instruments do not exist.

3



S4 Power Under Invalid Instruments

S4.1 Anderson-Rubin Test

To study power under invalid instruments, consider the following model

Yi = ZTi·π
∗ +Diβ

∗ + εi, E(εi, ξi|Zi·) = 0 (S6a)

Di = ZTi·γ
∗ + ξi (S6b)(

εi

ξi

)
∼ N

[(
0

0

)
,

(
σ2

2 ρσ1σ2

ρσ1σ2 σ2
1

)]
(S6c)

The setup above is a special case of model (2) with two additional assumptions. First, the treatment

variable Di is linearly associated to Zi·. Second, the error terms are bivariate i.i.d. Normal with an

unknown covariance matrix. Both the linearity of Di and the Normality assumption are common

in the IV literature to theoretically study the property of tests (Staiger and Stock, 1997; Andrews

et al., 2007).

Under the model in (S6), we study whether a particular statistical test has the power to detect

the alternative Ha : β∗ 6= β0;π∗
BC
6= 0 under the null H0 : β∗ = β0;π∗

BC
= 0 for a given set B. The

first alternative β∗ 6= β0 measures whether the treatment is away from the null value β0. The second

alternative π∗
BC
6= 0 measures whether a wrong subset B is in the union of C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn). A

wrong subset B is where B does not contain all the invalid instruments so that π∗
BC
6= 0. If a test

has good power against the second alternative, we would be less likely to take unions over wrong

Bs in C1−α(Yn,Dn,Zn) and our union confidence interval will tend to be shorter.

Under the framework introduced in Section S4.1, Theorem S4.1 shows the power of the Anderson-

Rubin test under invalid instruments.

Theorem S4.1. Consider any set B ⊂ {1, . . . , L} with c(B) = s̄ − 1 and model (S6). Suppose

we are testing the null hypothesis H0 : β∗ = β0,π
∗
BC

= 0 against the alternative Ha : β∗ 6= β0 or

π∗
BC
6= 0. The exact power of AR(β0, B) in (S3) is

pr{AR(β0, B) ≥ qFL−c(B),n−L,0
1−α } = 1− FL−c(B),n−L,η(B)(q

FL−c(B),n−L,0
1−α ) (S7)

where q
FL−c(B),n−L,η(B)

1−α is the 1−α quantile of the non-central F distribution with degrees of freedom

L− c(B), n− L and non-centrality parameter η(B) = ||RZBZBC (π∗
BC

+ γ∗
BC

(β∗ − β0))||22.

Theorem S4.1 generalizes the power of the Anderson-Rubin test when some instruments are

invalid. Specifically, suppose B contains all the invalid instruments so that B∗ ⊆ B and π∗
BC

=

0. Then, the non-centrality parameter η(B) in Theorem S4.1 would only consist of instruments’

strength, specifically ||RZBZBCγ
∗
BC

(β∗ − β0))||22, and we would return to the usual power of the

Anderson-Rubin test with all valid instruments. On the other hand, if B does not contain invalid

instruments so that B∗ 6⊆ B and π∗
BC
6= 0, the Anderson-Rubin test will still have power to reject

4



H0, even if β∗ = β0. In other words, the Anderson-Rubin test will reject H0 and will generally

have shorter intervals when B does not contain all the invalid instruments. Also, Theorem S4.1

shows that the Anderson-Rubin has no power when πBC ∗+γ∗
BC

(β∗− β0) = 0; a similar result was

shown in Kadane and Anderson (1977) and Small (2007) when studying the power of overidentifying

restrictions tests. Finally, we note that our power formula is exact and does not invoke asymptotics.

Proof of Theorem S4.1. By Cochran’s theorem, (i) the numerator and the denominator of (S3) are

independent, (ii) the denominator, scaled by σ̃2 = σ2
2 + (β∗−β0)2σ2

1 + 2(β∗−β0)ρσ1σ2, is a central

chi-square with n− L degrees of freedom, i.e.

(Yn −Dnβ0)TRZn(Yn −Dnβ0)

σ̃2(n− L)
=
{(β∗ − β0)ξ + ε}TRZn{(β∗ − β0)ξ + ε}

σ̃2(n− L)
∼ χ2

n−L,0

and (iii), the numerator, scaled by σ̃2, is a non-central chi-square distribution with non-centrality

η(B)

(Yn −Dnβ0)T (PZn −PZB )(Yn −Dnβ0)

σ̃2{L− c(B)}
∼ χ2

L−c(B),η(B), η(B) = ‖(PZn−PZB )Zn{π∗+γ∗(β∗−β0)}‖22

Since (PZn −PZB )Zn can be rewritten as the residual projection of Zn onto ZB, i.e.

(PZn −PZB )Zn = Zn − [ZB : PZBZBC ] = [0 : ZBC −PZBZBC ] = [0 : RZBZBC ] = RZBZn

the AR(β0, B) is a non-central F distribution with degrees of freedom.

S4.2 Two-stage Least Squares

This section derives power of the two-stage least squares test statistic under invalid instruments by

using local asymptotics. We also evaluate the accuracy of the asymptotic approximation to power

in Section S4.3.

As before, consider the setup in equation (S6). Given a subset B ⊂ {1, . . . , L}, we consider the

the null hypothesisH0 : β∗ = β0;π∗
BC

= 0 versus the local alternativeHa : β∗ = β0+∆1/
√
n;π∗

BC
=

∆2/
√
n where ∆1 6= 0, ∆2 6= 0. This differs from the alternative in Section S4.1 because it is

√
n

“local” to the null hypothesis; see Section S4.3 and Lehmann (2004) for details on local alternative

hypothesis. We also note that this type of asymptotics, specifically the alternative π∗
BC

= ∆2/
√
n

was use in Staiger and Stock (1997) to characterize the behavior of the Sargan test under weak

instruments.

Theorem S4.2 states the asymptotic power of the two-stage least squares test under invalid

instruments.

Theorem S4.2. Consider any set B ⊂ {1, . . . , L} with c(B) = s̄− 1 and model (S6). Suppose we

are testing the null hypothesis H0 : β∗ = β0,π
∗
BC

= 0 against the local alternative Ha : β∗ = β0 +

5



∆1/
√
n, π∗

BC
= ∆2/

√
n where ∆1 6= 0, ∆2 6= 0. Let µ(B) = limn→∞ γ

∗
BC

TZT
BC

RZBZBCγ
∗
BC
/n 6=

0 and κ(B) = limn→∞ γ
∗
BC

T ZT
BC

RZBZBC∆2/n. Then, as n → ∞, the asymptotic power of

TSLS(β0, B) in (S2) is

pr(|TSLS(β0, B)| ≥ z1−α/2)→1− Φ

{
z1−α/2 −

(
∆1√

σ2
2/µ(B)

+
κ(B)√
σ2

2µ(B)

)}

+ Φ

{
−z1−α/2 −

(
∆1√

σ2
2/µ(B)

+
κ(B)√
σ2

2µ(B)

)}

where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the Normal distribution.

In Theorem S4.2, the term µ(B) in the power formula represents the concentration parameter

of the instruments in set BC (up to a scaling by the variance) (Stock et al., 2002). The term κ(B)

represents the interaction between instruments’ strength (via γ∗
BC

) and instruments’ invalidity (via

∆2) for the instruments in set BC . Note that if all the instruments in BC are actually valid, κ(B) =

0 and we would end up with the usual power formula for two-stage least squares. The presence

of invalid instruments essentially shifts the usual power curve by a factor κ(B)/
√
σ2

2µ(B). But, if

the instruments are stronger than the effects of the invalid instruments so that κ(B)/
√
µ(B) ≈ 0,

then you would have the usual power formula for the two-stage least squares that assumes all the

instruments are valid. Hence, for two-stage least squares, having strong instruments can mitigate

the effect of invalid instruments.

Between the power of the Anderson-Rubin test and the two-stage least squares under invalid

instruments, the Anderson-Rubin test does not rely on the variance σ2
2. Also, geometrically speak-

ing, the power of the Anderson-Rubin test depends “spherically” (i.e. in `2 ball) via the term

‖RZBZBCπ
∗
BC
‖22 while the power of the two-stage least squares depends linearly by κ(B)/

√
µ(B).

Intuitively, this implies that the Anderson-Rubin should be able to detect invalid instruments in

BC across all directions of π∗
BC

while the two-stage least squares will only be able to detect invalid

instruments in BC only along certain directions.

Proof of Theorem S4.2. We analyze the test statistic TSLS(β0, B) by looking at the numerator

and the denominator separately. First, the two-stage least squares estimator, which makes up the

numerator of TSLS(β0, B), can be written as follows.

β̂TSLS(B)

=
DT
nRZBZBC (ZT

BC
RZBZBC )−1ZT

BC
RZBYn

DT
nRZBZBC (ZT

BC
RZBZBC )−1ZT

BC
RZBDn

=β∗ +
DT
nRZBZBCπ

∗
BC

DT
nRZBZBC (ZT

BC
RZBZBC )−1ZT

BC
RZBDn

+
DT
nRZBZBC (ZT

BC
RZBZBC )−1ZT

BC
RZBε

DT
nRZBZBC (ZT

BC
RZBZBC )−1ZT

BC
RZBDn
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Some algebra can show that the terms in the denominator can be reduced to

DT
nRZBZBC (ZTBCRZBZBC )−1ZTBCRZBDn = ‖RZBPZDn‖22

Also, using standard asymptotics, we can arrive at the following limiting quantities

1

n
DT
nRZBZBC (ZTBCRZBZBC )−1ZTBCRZBDn → µ(B) 6= 0

1√
n

DT
nRZBZBC

∆2√
n

→ κ(B)

1√
n

DT
nRZBZBC (ZTBCRZBZBC )−1ZTBCRZBε → N(0, σ2

2µ(B))

where the first two relies on the law of large numbers and the last limit result uses a central limit

theorem. For the denominator of TSLS(β0, B), we can rewrite ‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/(n − c(B) − 1) as

follows.

‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22
n− c(B)− 1

=
‖RZB (Yn −Dnβ̂

TSLS(B))‖22
n− c(B)− 1

=
‖RZBZBCπ

∗
BC

+ RZBDn(β̂TSLS(B) − β∗) + RZBε‖22
n− c(B)− 1

Under the null, π∗
BC

= 0 and β̂TSLS(B) − β∗ → 0, leading to ‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/(n − c(B) − 1) → σ2
2.

Under the alternative, ‖RZBZBCπ
∗
BC
‖22/(n − c(B) − 1) = ‖RZBZBC∆2‖22/(n(n − c(B) − 1)) → 0

and βTSLS(B) − β∗ → 0, again leading to ‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/(n− c(B)− 1)→ σ2
2. Then, under both the

null and the alternative, we have

√
n− c(B)− 1

β̂TSLS(B) − β∗√
‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/‖RZBPZnDn‖22

=

√
n

{
DT
nRZB

Z
BC

π∗
BC

/n

DT
nRZB

Z
BC

(ZT
BC

RZB
Z
BC

)−1ZT
BC

RZB
Dn/n

+
DT
nRZB

Z
BC

(ZT
BC

RZB
Z
BC

)−1ZT
BC

RZB
ε/n

DT
nRZB

Z
BC

(ZT
BC

RZB
Z
BC

)−1ZT
BC

RZB
Dn/n

}
√
{‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/(n− c(B)− 1)}/(‖RZBPZnDn‖22/n)

→N

(
κ(B)√
µ(B)σ2

2

, 1

)
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Combining all of it together, the local power of TSLS(β0, B) is

pr

√n− c(B)− 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ β̂TSLS(B) − β0√
‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/‖RZBPZnDn‖22

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ z1−α/2


=pr

√n− c(B)− 1
β̂TSLS(B) − β∗ + ∆1/

√
n√

‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/‖RZBPZnDn‖22
≥ z1−α/2


+ pr

√n− c(B)− 1
β̂TSLS(B) − β∗ + ∆1/

√
n√

‖ε̂TSLS(B)‖22/‖RZBPZnDn‖22
≤ −z1−α/2


→1− Φ

{
z1−α −

(
∆1√

σ2
2/µ(B)

+
κ(B)√
σ2

2µ(B)

)}
+ Φ

{
−z1−α −

(
∆1√

σ2
2/µ(B)

+
κ(B)√
σ2

2µ(B)

)}

where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the Normal distribution.

S4.3 Accuracy of Asymptotic Power Formula Under Invalid Instruments

In this section, we assess how accurate our asymptotic power framework in Theorem S4.2 is in ap-

proximating finite-sample power of two-stage least squares under invalid instruments. Specifically,

for each fixed sample size and a selected set of invalid instruments B, we will empirically estimate

the power curve of the two-stage least squares under different alternatives of β∗ and π∗. We will

also compute the asymptotic power expected from theoretical calculations in Theorem S4.2 under

different alternatives of β∗ and π∗. Afterwards, we will contrast the two power curves to see if

the asymptotic power provides a decent approximation to the empirically generated power curve at

each sample size n. We expect that as n grows, the theoretical asymptotic power will match very

closely with the empirically generated power curve for various alternatives and different selections

of B. As we will see, our asymptotic framework provides a good approximation of power under

invalid instruments even at n = 250.

The setup for our power curve comparisons are as follows. For the data generating model,

we follow the model in Section S4. For the parameters in the data generating model, we let

εi and ξi have mean zero, variance one, and covariance 0.8. We assume L = 10 instruments

are generated from a multivariate Normal with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. For

instrument strength, we set γ∗j = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , L, which indicates strong instruments; note

that since two-stage least squares behave well only under strong instruments, we will only compare

power under this scenario. Among the 10 instruments, there are s∗ = 3 invalid instruments. We

vary π∗ and β∗, which are the alternatives in our testing framework, H0 : β∗ = β0,π
∗
B = 0 versus

the alternative Ha : β∗ 6= β0, π∗B 6= 0. We compute power under n = 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, and

5000. We repeat the simulation 5000 times.

The first simulation in Figure S1 demonstrates power when B = B∗ and β∗ − β0 varies. Under

B = B∗, one knows exactly which instruments are valid so that π∗B = 0 under the null and the

8



alternative and the power of the two-stage least squares reduces to the usual power curve for two-

stage least squares. Figure S1 shows that the dotted lines, which are the asymptotic power curves

from theory, are very close to the solid lines, which are the finite sample power curves, as the sample

size increases. In fact, after n ≥ 100, the theoretical power curve and the empirically generated

power curve are nearly indistinguishable. The result in Figure S1 suggests that the theory-based

asymptotic power curve is a good approximation of two-stage least square’s power even for relatively

small sample size.
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Figure S1: Power curves for two-stage least squares under invalid instruments. The dotted line repre-
sents the asymptotic power curve and the solid line represents the simulated power. We set B = {1, 2, 3}
and B∗ = {1, 2, 3}; B contains all the invalid instruments.

The next simulation in Figure S2 demonstrates power when B doesn’t contain all the invalid in-

struments. Specifically, we set B = {1, 2} and π∗ = (1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) so that B∗ = {1, 2, 3} and carry

out the simulations. Figure S1 shows, again, the asymptotic power curve matches the empirical

power curve as sample size grows. After n ≥ 100, the asymptotic power approximates the finite-

sample behavior of the two-stage least squares under invalid instruments. We also observe similar
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behavior when we set π∗ = (2, 2, 2, 0, . . . , 0), π∗ = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0, . . . , 0), π∗ = (0.5, 0.5, 2, 0, . . . , 0),

and π∗ = (2, 2, 0.5, 0, . . . , 0).
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Figure S2: Power curves for two-stage least squares under invalid instruments. The dotted line repre-
sents the asymptotic power curve and the solid line represents the simulated power. We set B = {1, 2}
and B∗ = {1, 2, 3}; B does not contain all the invalid instruments.

The final simulation in Figure S3 is the same as Figure S2 except B = {1} and B∗ = {1, 2, 3}.
Figure S1 shows, again, the asymptotic power curve matches the empirical power curve as sample

size grows. If we set π∗ = (2, 2, 2, 0, . . . , 0) or π∗ = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0, . . . , 0), we see similar results.
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Figure S3: Power curves for two-stage least squares under invalid instruments. The dotted line repre-
sents the asymptotic power curve and the solid line represents the simulated power. We set B = {1}
and B∗ = {1, 2, 3}; B does not contain all the invalid instruments.

In summary, our simulation results show promise that the asymptotic power under invalid

instruments for two-stage least squares is a good approximation for the finite sample power of

two-stage least squares under invalid instruments.

S5 Additional Simulations Results

S5.1 Choice of Test Statistics for Method 1

In this section, we present the additional simulations results with the same settings of the union

method. First, Table S1 examines the median length of 95% confidence intervals under strong

instruments when we vary the number of invalid instruments from s∗ = 0 to s∗ = 9 and use a fixed

upper bound of s̄ = 10. The Anderson-Rubin test and the conditional likelihood ratio test produce

confidence intervals with almost equivalent lengths when used in the union method. In contrast,

the oracle confidence intervals based on the conditional likelihood ratio test and two-stage least

squares are shorter than those based on the Anderson-Rubin test.
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Method Test Statistic s∗=0 s∗=1 s∗=2 s∗=3 s∗=4 s∗=5 s∗=6 s∗=7 s∗=8 s∗=9

Union TSLS 0.628 1.573 1.824 1.946 2.027 2.071 2.122 2.113 2.101 2.039
AR 0.676 1.659 1.946 2.087 2.173 2.218 2.281 2.273 2.256 2.190
CLR 0.676 1.659 1.946 2.087 2.173 2.218 2.281 2.273 2.256 2.190

Oracle TSLS 0.105 0.111 0.117 0.126 0.136 0.148 0.167 0.193 0.235 0.338
AR 0.168 0.176 0.181 0.190 0.202 0.211 0.228 0.251 0.283 0.350
CLR 0.106 0.113 0.119 0.128 0.138 0.151 0.170 0.197 0.241 0.350

Table S1: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test. The median lengths of the 95% confidence intervals when instruments are strong and s̄ = 10.

Tables S2 and S3 present the coverage proportion and the median lengths of 95% confidence

intervals when instruments are weak and s̄ = 5. Pretesting methods were not considered because

the Sargan test is known to perform poorly with weak instruments. The coverage proportion

presented in Table S2 suggests that the two-stage least squares method performs poorly with weak

instruments, producing less than 95% coverage rate even in the oracle setting. Like the strong

instruments case, as the number of invalid instruments, s∗, increases, the Anderson-Rubin test and

the conditional likelihood ratio test under the union method get closer to 95% coverage.

Method Test Statistic s∗=0 s∗=1 s∗=2 s∗=3 s∗=4

Naive TSLS 66.9 2.4 0.4 0.0 0.0
AR 93.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CLR 94.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Union TSLS 100.0 99.7 99.1 95.3 79.2
AR 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.5 95.0
CLR 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.1 94.6

Oracle TSLS 66.9 72.4 70.9 73.8 77.6
AR 93.0 94.5 93.0 94.3 95.0
CLR 94.6 95.1 95.7 94.4 94.6

Table S2: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test. Comparison of coverage rates of 95% confidence intervals under weak instruments and s̄ = 5.

Case Test s∗=0 s∗=1 s∗=2 s∗=3 s∗=4

Our method AR 5.737 3.900 8.523 19.352 28.609
CLR 1.821 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

Oracle AR 0.876 0.944 0.964 1.051 1.173
CLR 0.521 0.557 0.598 0.652 0.717

Table S3: TSLS, two-stage least squares; AR, Anderson-Rubin test; CLR, conditional likelihood ratio
test. Comparison of median lengths between 95% confidence intervals under weak instruments and
s̄ = 5.

Table S3 shows the median lengths of the 95% confidence intervals when instruments are weak

and s̄ = 5. The conditional likelihood ratio test under the union method produces infinite intervals.

These infinite lengths suggest that weak instruments can greatly amplify the bias caused by invalid

instruments, thereby forcing our method to produce infinite intervals to retain honest coverage;
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see Small and Rosenbaum (2008) for a similar observation. The Anderson-Rubin test under our

method also produces very wide confidence intervals. In contrast, the oracle intervals produce

finite intervals since instrumental validity is not an issue; note that if the instrument is arbitrary

weak, infinite confidence intervals are necessary for honest coverage (Dufour, 1997). Finally, the

oracle conditional likelihood ratio intervals is shorter than the oracle Anderson-Rubin intervals,

as expected, but the relationship is reversed in the union method where we do not know which

instruments are invalid.

S5.2 Comparison of Methods 1 and 2
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Figure S4: TSLS: two-stage least squares; the CBT: collider bias test. Power of different methods
under strong instruments with different numbers of invalid instruments. We fix α = 0.05 and vary α2

to be 0.0, 0.025, or 0.05. When α2 = 0.05, the combined test is equivalent to the collider bias test.
When α2 = 0, the combined test is equivalent to the union method. The oracle TSLS is a test based
on TSLS that knows exactly which instruments are valid.

Figure S4 compares the power between the union method using two-stage least squares, the collider

bias test, and the combined method; the setup is identical to the main text. When the two-stage

least squares method is used in the union procedure, Figure S4 demonstrates the asymmetric

patterns in power (dotted lines) starting from s∗ = 1, and the collider bias test has better power
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when β∗ < 0 and s∗ > 0. The combined test (solid lines) essentially has the best of both worlds,

where it achieves good power across most values of the alternative.

S5.3 Binary Instruments and Outcome

We consider a simulation study when the instruments or outcomes are binary and assess the sen-

sitivity of the methods’ assumptions to distributional assumptions. To create binary instruments,

we replace the model for Normal model in the main text with a Bernouilli model.

Zij
i.i.d.∼ B(0.3) i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , L = 10.

Figure S5 shows the results of the simulation setting in Figure 2, but with binary instruments. We

see that the power curves across all methods are nearly identical to each other, suggesting that the

Normality assumption on Z for the collider bias test can be relaxed. Next, we replace the linear
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Figure S5: AR: Anderson-Rubin test; CBT: collider bias test. Power of different methods under strong,
binary instruments with different numbers of invalid instruments. We fix α = 0.05 and vary α2 to be
0.0, 0.025, or 0.05. When α2 = 0.05, the combined test is equivalent to the collider bias test. When
α2 = 0, the combined test is equivalent to the union method. The oracle AR test is the AR test that
knows exactly which instruments are valid.
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model for the outcome in the main text with a logistic regression model

Yi
ind∼ B

(
logistic(ZTi· π̃

∗ +Diβ̃
∗ + εi)

)
,

where logistic(x) = (1+e−x)−1. Then, β̃∗ is the expected change in log odds for a one-unit increase

in Di when Zi· is held constant. The null hypothesis of no effect in the linear model H0 : β∗ = 0

implies β̃∗ = 0. Additionally, if instruments are independent of each other, π∗j = 0 implies π̃∗j = 0.

Thus, the number of invalid instruments s∗ and its upper bound s̄ match with the the number of

zeros in π̃∗ and its upper bound in a binary model. Figure S6 replicates the simulation setting in

Figure 2, but with binary outcomes. The overall shape and trend of the power curves look very

similar to Figure 2 across different methods.
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Figure S6: AR: Anderson-Rubin test; CBT: collider bias test. Power of different methods under strong
instruments with different numbers of invalid instruments and the outcome is binary. We fix α = 0.05
and vary α2 to be 0.0, 0.025, or 0.05. When α2 = 0.05, the combined test is equivalent to the collider
bias test. When α2 = 0.0, the combined test is equivalent to the union method. The oracle AR test is
the AR test that knows exactly which instruments are valid.
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S6 Additional Data Analysis

Table S4 presents the location of each SNP used in Section 6, each SNP’s marginal association with

LDL-C (exposure) and CVD incidence (outcome) via a linear regression and logistic regression,

respectively. As expected, we see that all the instruments are strong, with t-statistics concerning

the marginal association of Zj and D exceeding 1.8, which suggests that the ten instruments

reasonably satisfy (A1).

SNP (Zj) Position
D ∼ Zj Y ∼ Zj

Estimate (Std. Error) t value (p-value) Estimate (Std. Error) t value (p-value)

rs11591147 chr1:55039974 15.796 (3.339) 4.731 (0.000) -0.053 (0.038) -1.378 (0.168)
rs10455872 chr6:160589086 4.012 (1.750) 2.292 (0.022) 0.012 (0.020) 0.602 (0.547)

rs646776 chr1:109275908 6.637 (1.013) 6.550 (0.000) 0.004 (0.012) 0.333 (0.739)
rs693 chr2:21009323 4.278 (0.824) 5.195 (0.000) 0.010 (0.009) 1.030 (0.303)

rs2228671 chr19:11100236 4.998 (1.278) 3.911 (0.000) -0.037 (0.014) -2.592 (0.010)
rs2075650 chr19:44892362 5.099 (1.278) 3.989 (0.000) 0.015 (0.014) 1.046 (0.295)
rs4299376 chr2:43845437 4.050 (0.883) 4.589 (0.000) 0.020 (0.010) 1.981 (0.048)
rs3764261 chr16:56959412 1.936 (0.918) 2.108 (0.035) -0.001 (0.010) -0.079 (0.937)

rs12916 chr5:75360714 1.776 (0.866) 2.051 (0.040) 0.009 (0.010) 0.918 (0.359)
rs2000999 chr16:72074194 1.963 (1.048) 1.872 (0.061) 0.020 (0.012) 1.696 (0.090)

Table S4: chr: chromosome. SNPs that are located in the same chromosome (e.g. rs2228671 and
rs2075650) are in linkage equilibrium. Estimates and t-values are derived from a linear regression of D
or a logistic regression of Y on Zj .

To mitigate concerns for population crypticness, we selected one subject at random from each

family in the Offspring Cohort linked by sibling or marriage relationships; note that there is no

parent-child relationship within Offspring Cohort. By doing so, we retain only 60% of the subjects

(n = 1, 726) used in the main study. This may reduce power of our analysis (Pierce et al., 2010),

but possibly lead to a more valid analysis of the true effect (Lee and Ogburn, 2019). All subsequent

analysis will use n = 1, 726 subject.

SNP (Zj) Position
D ∼ Zj Y ∼ Zj

Estimate (Std. Error) t value (p-value) Estimate (Std. Error) t value (p-value)

rs562338 chr2:21065449 2.656 (1.384) 1.919 (0.055) 0.026 (0.015) 1.724 (0.085)
rs4299376 chr2:43845437 4.376 (1.190) 3.676 (0.000) 0.017 (0.013) 1.262 (0.207)
rs2000999 chr16:72074194 1.609 (1.396) 1.153 (0.249) 0.024 (0.015) 1.528 (0.127)

rs17321515 chr8:125474167 1.720 (1.128) 1.524 (0.128) 0.018 (0.013) 1.470 (0.142)

Table S5: The location of four SNPs Zj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) used in the second analysis and the inference
on the regression coefficients from a linear regression of D and a logistic regression of Y on each SNP.

For the second analysis, we consider four SNPs, rs562338, rs4299376, rs2000999, and rs17321515

(see Table S5) as candidate instruments. Table S6 summarizes some results from the union pro-

cedure using five different methods. The conditional likelihood ratio test at α1 = 0.05 results in

rejecting the null causal effect while allowing at most two invalid instruments among four; whereas

the two-stage least squares method and the conditional likelihood ratio test with pretesting allow at
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most one invalid instrument and the Anderson-Rubin test and the two-stage least squares method

with pretesting require no invalid instrument at all to be able to reject the null effect, both at

α1 = 0.05 level.

AR CLR TSLS SarganTSLS SarganCLR

α1 = 0.05
s̄=1 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001
s̄=2 -0.001 0.001 0.001 -0.000 0.000
s̄=3 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 -0.003 -0.002

α1 = 0.025
s̄=1 -0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001
s̄=2 -0.001 0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.001
s̄=3 -0.003 -0.002 -0.003 -0.004 -0.004

Table S6: Lower bound of an one-sided confidence interval for β∗ at different sizes α1(= 0.05, 0.025)
for each union procedure assuming different values of s̄. For the Sargan test, we use αs = αt = α1/2.
There are L = 4 candidate SNPs. Gray cells indicate a confidence interval that does not include the
null effect.

As an another tool to test, we implemented conditional independence test between the in-

struments and the outcome and obtained a likelihood ratio test statistic of λn = 2.018 based on

n = 1726 subjects, which fails to reject the null at α2 = 0.05 even we set s̄ = 1. Therefore, the

conclusion from the combined test of the union procedure and the conditional independence test

at {(α1, α2) : α1 + α2 = 0.05} depends solely on the results from the union procedure at α1 level.

See Table S7 for the upper bound s̄ on s∗ plus one to reject the null at different combinations of

(α1, α2) if we could. At α1 = α2 = 0.025 (gray cells in Table S7), we do not reject the null using the

Anderson-Rubin method, need less than two invalid instruments using the conditional likelihood

ratio method with and without pretesting and the two-stage least squares method with pretesting,

and need no invalid instrument without pretesting for the two-stage least squares method.

α1 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
α2 0.05 0.045 0.04 0.035 0.03 0.025 0.02 0.015 0.01 0.005 0

AR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 1
CLR NR NR 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3

TSLS NR NR 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
SarganTSLS NR 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
SarganCLR NR 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3

Table S7: Each cell indicates the smallest upper bound s̄ needed to reject the null or not to reject the
null (NR) using five different union procedures at α1 and the conditional independence test at α2. The
gray cells indicate the results when the error is splitted equally, i.e. α1 = α2 = 0.025.
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